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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to shift control de-
vice for vehicular automatic transmission and, more par-
ticularly, to a technology of a shift control device for a
vehicular automatic transmission, enabled to alternative-
ly select a manual shift mode and an automatic shift mode
according to a driver’s operation, in which gear positions
or shift ranges in the beginning of the manual shift mode
can be appropriately determined.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] A shift control device for a vehicular automatic
transmission has heretofore been known with a structure
having (a) a manual shift mode which switches a shift
level to that to a higher speed area or a lower speed area
(shift level corresponding to a higher speed or a lower
speed) sequentially from a plurality of predetermined shift
levels (such as, for instance, gear ratios or speed ratios,
gear positions or shift ranges) in accordance with a shift
command based on a manual operation by a driver; (b)
an automatic shift mode for automatically altering the
gear ratios or the gear positions in accordance with a
predetermined shift rule; and (c) a selection operating
member operative to alternatively select the manual shift
mode and the automatic shift mode. A device disclosed
in Patent Publication 1 represents such an example. With
such a structure, operating a shift lever from a position
"D" to a position "M" allows the automatic shift mode to
be switched to the manual shift mode. In addition, an
initial shift level in the beginning of the manual shift mode
is set in a shift level equal to or lower than a shift level
corresponding to the gear ratio or the gear position set
based on a vehicle speed or a road surface gradient etc.
in the automatic shift mode. This renders drive perform-
ance, for instance, an engine braking effect as desired
by the driver in the beginning of the mode being switched
and later.
[0003] [Patent Publication 1] Japanese Patent Publi-
cation No. 2004-68957
[0004] With such a conventional shift control device,
however, the initial shift levels in the beginning of the
manual shift mode are determined assuming that a shift
mode is switched from the automatic shift mode to the
manual shift mode with a desire to have a drive-force
source braking effect during a vehicle running. Therefore,
when the driver selects the manual shift mode in the be-
ginning of driving the vehicle for instance with no desire
to have the drive-force source braking effect, the shift
level in the lower speed area is set as or to be the initial
shift level, and the shift level as intended by the driver
cannot be necessarily determined. That is, in general, a
conventional shift lever is operated to a manual shift
mode selecting position such as a position "S" or a po-
sition "M" or the like in route through an automatic shift

mode selecting position such as a position "D". There-
fore, even if the shift lever is operated to the manual shift
mode selecting position during a halt of the vehicle, the
shift mode is switched to the manual shift mode in route
through the automatic shift mode. Thus, discrimination
is difficult between the mode switching operation during
the vehicle halt and the mode switching operation in
which the shift mode is switched from the automatic shift
mode to the manual shift mode with the desire to have
the drive-force source engine braking effect during the
vehicle running.
[0005] For example, if the shift range on the lower
speed area, in which a shift area in a higher speed area
is limited or restricted, is set as the initial shift level and
the vehicle is driven succeedingly under such a state,
there is a fear of deteriorations in fuel consumption and
drive performance, and increase in load of hardware due
to rise in oil temperature. Further, for selecting the manual
shift mode with no desire to have the drive-force source
engine braking effect during the vehicle running, the shift
lever is moved for instance from a neutral position to the
manual shift mode selecting position via the automatic
shift mode selecting position such as the position "D",
etc. Even in such a case, the shift level in lower speed
area is set as the initial shift level against a driver’s will,
and the automatic transmission is downshifted, causing
uncomfortable feeling of the driver. Thus, there is still
room for improvement.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention has been completed with
the above view in mind, and has an object to allow an
initial shift level to be set to an appropriate shift level in
further conformity to the driver’s will to have or not to
have a drive-force source engine braking effect when the
driver selects a manual shift mode.
[0007] For achieving the above object, a first aspect of
the present invention provides (a) a manual shift mode
which switches a shift level to that to a higher speed area
or a lower speed area sequentially from a plurality of pre-
determined shift levels in accordance with a shift com-
mand based on a manual operation by a driver, (b) an
automatic shift mode in which gear ratios or gear posi-
tions are automatically altered in accordance with a pre-
determined shift rule, and a selection operating member
operative to alternatively select the manual shift mode
and the automatic shift mode. The shift control device
comprises initial shift level setting means that determines
when the manual shift mode is selected by the selection
operating member, a shift mode switching or a manual
shift mode direct-selecting based on whether the manual
shift mode is switched from the automatic shift mode con-
tinuing for a predetermined certain time period or more,
and that sets in the shift mode switching, shift level in a
lower speed area than that in the manual shift mode di-
rect-selecting, as an initial shift level in the beginning of
the manual shift mode.
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[0008] A second aspect of the present invention is fea-
tured by, in the first aspect, that the shift level are a plu-
rality of shift ranges different in shift areas in higher speed
area with lower speed ratios in a continuously variable
transmission or a step-variable transmission.
[0009] A third aspect of the present invention is fea-
tured by, in the first aspect, that the shift level are the
speed ratio of a continuously variable transmission or a
plurality of gear positions of a step-variable transmission.
[0010] According to the shift control device for a vehic-
ular automatic transmission of the first aspect, initial shift
level setting means determines when the manual shift
mode is selected by the selection operating member, a
shift mode switching or a manual shift mode direct-se-
lecting based on whether the manual shift mode is
switched from the automatic shift mode continuing for a
predetermined certain time period or more, and sets in
the shift mode switching, shift level in a lower speed area
than that in the manual shift mode direct-selecting, as an
initial shift level in the beginning of the manual shift mode.
Even when the selection operating member (shift lever)
cannot operatively move to the manual shift mode se-
lecting position without a route through the automatic shift
mode selecting position, the selection operating member
is likely to immediately move from the neutral position or
the like to the manual shift mode selecting position during
a halt or a vehicle running. Such a situation, the manual
shift mode is determined as a case of a manual shift
mode direct-selecting with the manual shift mode being
directly selected which can be discriminated from a case
of the shift mode switching switched from the automatic
shift mode. Thus, appropriate initial shift level can be set
in conformity to the respective driver’s wills to have the
power-drive source braking effect in the shift mode
switching and not to have the power-drive source braking
effect in the manual shift mode direct-selecting.
[0011] In the shift mode switching, the shift level in a
lower speed area than that in the manual shift mode di-
rect-selecting is set as the initial shift level. Therefore, in
the shift mode switching with the automatic shift mode
switched to the manual shift mode during the vehicle run-
ning for instance a downhill or the like, a gear position,
a gear ratio or a shift range is set in the lower speed areas
from the beginning of the manual shift mode. This initiates
the downshift of the automatic transmission to immedi-
ately obtain certain drive performance (with the drive-
force source braking effect or the like) in conformity to
the driver’s will. On the contrary, in the manual shift mode
direct-selecting, the manual shift mode is selected with
the selection operating member operatively moved to the
manual shift mode selecting position from for instance
the neutral position or the like during the vehicle running
with or without a route through the automatic shift mode
selecting position. In the manual mode direct selecting
mode, a gear position, a gear ratio or a shift range in a
higher speed area of which gear ratio is lower than that
in the shift mode switching, is set. This prevents the driver
from suffering uncomfortable feeling due to the occur-

rence of the downshift of the automatic transmission like
in the shift mode switching, which is against the driver’s
will.
In the manual shift mode in a range hold, moreover, a
plurality of shift ranges for instance different in shift areas
in higher speed area with lower gear ratios are set in
accordance with shift commands. In the manual shift
mode direct-selecting with the selection operating mem-
ber operatively moved to the manual shift mode selecting
position during the halt of the vehicle, a shift range in a
higher speed area of which gear ratio is lower than that
in the shift mode switching, i.e., a shift range having for
instance the highest speed with the widest shift area, is
set as the initial shift level. Thus, an appropriate shift
control can be performed as intended by the driver, so
that, there is no fear of deteriorations in fuel economy
and drive performance and an increase in load of hard-
ware caused by rise in oil temperature, in the succeeding
driving of the vehicle.
[0012] The present invention may be also applied to
step-variable transmission of a planetary gear type and
a parallel shaft type, each having a plurality of gear po-
sitions different in speed ratio, and a continuously varia-
ble transmission of a belt type or the like that can contin-
uously vary a speed ratio (gear ratio).
[0013] The shift levels controlled in the manual shift
mode are one of speed ratios of the continuously variable
transmission, a plurality of gear positions of the step-var-
iable transmission or a plurality of shift ranges different
in shift areas. For the shift ranges for instance a plurality
of shift ranges different in shift areas in the higher speed
area with a lower speed ratio are determined. The shift
ranges may be not only a plurality of shift ranges different
in upper limit (a higher speed area with a lower speed
ratio) of a control area in speed ratio of the continuously
variable transmission, but also a plurality of shift ranges
different in their upper limits (a gear position in a higher
speed area with a lower gear ratio) of a gear position to
be automatically switched in the step-variable transmis-
sion. For the speed ratios to be switched in the manual
shift mode of the continuously variable transmission as
the shift levels, a plurality of speed ratios preliminarily
determined step by step like the step-variable transmis-
sion are switched in accordance with a shift command
by the driver.
[0014] The manual shift mode may be executed as a
gear-position hold in which the gear positions or the
speed ratios are switched or a range hold in which the
plurality of shift ranges are switched, and an arrangement
that enables the driver to arbitrarily select one of the
gear-position hold and the range hold is also allowed.
The gear-position hold may be executed as not only
switching gear positions in the step-variable transmission
but also varying the speed ratios in the continuously var-
iable transmission step by step. In the manual shift mode,
the relevant speed ratios or gear positions, or shift ranges
can be sequentially switched to the higher speed areas
or the lower speed areas in accordance with shift com-
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mands effectuated by, for instance, an upshift switch or
downshift switch (push buttons or levers, etc.).
[0015] For the shift levels arranged in the form of the
shift ranges, a plurality of shift rages different in upper
limit (the higher speed area with a lower gear ratio) of
the shift areas of the gear ratios or the gear positions are
generally set whereby the shift ranges can be electrically
switched in accordance with the shift commands by the
driver. In each of the shift ranges, shifting is automatically
performed within the shift area of the gear ratio or the
gear position in accordance with a shift rule such as a
shift map and a calculation formula that are preliminarily
determined in terms of parameters representing operat-
ing states such as for instance the vehicle speed and the
accelerator opening or the throttle valve opening, etc.
During an operation with the drive-force source braking
effect being applied on the downhill or the like, the speed
ratio or the gear position is usually allocated with the max-
imum speed in the relevant shift range. Therefore, when
the shift range is switched to the lower speed area in
accordance with the shift command by the driver, a shift-
ing (downshift) is performed between the speed ratios or
between the gear positions with the maximum speed in
each of the shift ranges, and drive-force source engine
braking effect is increased.
[0016] The automatic shift mode is arranged such that
the gear ratios and the gear positions are automatically
switched each within the widest shift area in accordance
with a predetermined shift rule. The shift rule to switch
the shift range in the manual mode may be the same one
to that used in automatically switching the gear ratio or
the gear position in each shift range. However, the shift
rule may be different.
[0017] The selection operating member, operative to
alternatively select the manual shift mode and the auto-
matic shift mode, is defined by a shift lever that can be
operatively moved to for instance a position "D" (Drive)
for selecting the automatic shift mode, and an a position
"S" (Sequential) or a position "M" (Manual) etc., for se-
lecting the manual shift mode. The selection operating
member may be implemented in various modes such as
a push-button type switch, a lever switch, an automatic-
return type momentary switch and a touch panel switch,
etc. The present invention is preferably applied to the
following cases. The shift lever may be defined by for
instance a structure that cannot be operatively moved to
the manual shift mode selecting position such as the po-
sition "S" and the position "M" or the like without route
through the automatic shift mode selecting position such
as the position "D". The shift lever is structured such that
even when the manual shift mode is selected by the
switch operation, the switching operation to the manual
shift mode is made effective provided that for instance
the automatic shift mode is currently selected. In addition,
even when the manual shift mode can be directly select-
ed, the present invention can have the advantageous
effect when the automatic shift mode is erroneously se-
lected, once and then the switching operation is imme-

diately performed to the manual shift mode for instance.
[0018] A state where the manual shift mode is selected
by the selection operating member and the manual shift
mode is switched from the automatic shift mode, and the
automatic shift mode continuously remains for a prede-
termined certain time period or more generally corre-
sponds to the shift mode switching where the automatic
shift mode is switched to the manual shift mode during
a drive operation. In such shift mode switching, there is
desire to have the drive-force source braking effect on
running on for instance the downhill or the like. Then, a
gear position, a gear ratio or a shift range whose upper
limit is the gear position or the gear ratio is determined
as the initial shift level at the time based on the gear ratio
or the gear position in the automatic shift mode, that is,
determined to be predetermined step(s) (for instance a
step) lower than that in the automatic shift mode. In ad-
dition, a shift level can be set in various modes on con-
sidering the drive state such as the vehicle speed, the
road surface gradient or the like as accomplished in Pat-
ent Publication 1 discussed above.
[0019] The manual shift mode direct-selecting occurs
when the manual shift mode is selected before for in-
stance the beginning of the vehicle running, or when the
manual shift mode is selected by operatively moving the
selection operating member to the manual shift mode
selecting position from the position "N" (Neutral), etc.,
with or without a route through the automatic shift mode
selecting position during the vehicle running. In such a
manual shift mode direct-selecting, in contrast to the shift
mode switching, it is not necessary the case that the driv-
er desires the drive-force source braking effect. If the
shift level is defined by for instance the shift range, a shift
range having the widest shifting area is set as the initial
shift level. The shift level, defined by the gear ratio or the
gear position, may suffice to be set depending on the
vehicle state such as the vehicle speed, and/or the ac-
celerator opening or the like at relevant timing. During
the halt of the vehicle, for instance, the maximum gear
ratio and the lowest gear position may be set as the initial
shift level.
[0020] The initial shift-level setting means serves to set
the shift level in the lower speed area than that in the
manual shift mode direct-selecting, as the initial shift level
in the shift mode switching. However, the initial shift level
does not necessarily lie at the shift level on the lower
speed area at all times. For instance in case of a gear-
position hold, if the manual shift mode is selected during
the halt of the vehicle, the maximum speed ratio or the
lowest gear position may suffice to be set as the initial
shift level, regardless of the occasions in the shift mode
switching or the manual shift mode direct-selecting. In
the shift mode switching, the shift level in the lower speed
area than that in the manual shift mode direct-selecting,
may suffice to be set as the initial shift level, only for a
case in which the manual shift mode is selected during
the vehicle running. That is, in the shift mode switching,
the shift level equal to the shift level in the manual shift
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mode direct-selecting, or the shift level in the lower speed
area than that in the manual shift mode direct-selecting,
may suffice to be set as the initial shift level.
[0021] Further, the initial shift level may be set in var-
ious modes. That is, for instance, for the shift mode
switching, the initial shift level may be set in accordance
with a setting condition preset assuming that the
drive-force source braking effect is desired. For the man-
ual shift mode direct-selecting, the initial shift level may
be set in accordance with another setting condition preset
with another assumption that no drive-force source brak-
ing effect is desired. That is, at least in the shift mode
switching, the shift level in the lower speed area than that
in the manual shift mode direct-selecting, may suffice to
be set as the initial shift level as a result. When the shift
level is defined by a plurality of shift ranges different in
upper limit of the shift areas, the initial shift level in the
manual shift mode direct-selecting may be uniformly set
to include the shift range having the maximum speed with
the widest shifting area. For the shift mode switching, the
initial shift level may be set based on the current vehicle
speed and road surface gradient or the like, or a gear
ratio and a gear position or the like in the last automatic
shift mode such that a certain drive-force braking effect
is obtained, regardless of the initial shift level for the man-
ual shift mode direct-selecting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a set of views illustrating a vehicular auto-
matic transmission to which the present invention is
applied, with FIG. 1(a) being a skeleton view and
FIG 1(b) being an operation table illustrating operat-
ing states of engaging elements for establishing re-
spective gear positions.
FIG. 2 is a collinear chart of the vehicular automatic
transmission shown in FIG. 1, in which rotational
speeds of respective rotary elements can be con-
nected to each other on linear lines for the every gear
positions.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a major part of
a control system incorporated in the vehicular auto-
matic transmission shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a view showing one example of a shift pat-
tern of a shift lever shown in FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a function of an
electronic control device shown in FIG 3.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating one example of a shifting
map through which a plurality of gear positions of
the vehicular automatic transmission shown in FIG.
1 are automatically switched depending on a drive
state.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating shift ranges that can be
switched through the operation of the shift lever
shown in FIG. 4.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart concretely illustrating initial

shift-range setting means shown in FIG. 5 performs
signal processing.
FIG. 9 is a set of views showing other examples of
selection operating members that can alternatively
select a manual shift mode (S-mode) and an auto-
matic shift mode.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating one example of an op-
erating member manually operated to perform
up/down of a shift range when the manual shift mode
is selected with the selection operating member
shown in FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 is a flowchart concretely illustrating signal
processing performed in embodiments shown in
FIGS. 9(a) and 9(b) and FIG. 10 when the initial shift
range is determined by the initial shift-range deter-
mining means.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCES

[0023]

10: automatic transmission
72: shift lever (selection operating member)
90: electronic control device
104: shift control means
112: automatic shift control means (automatic shift
mode)
114: manual shift control means (manual shift mode)
116: initial shift-range setting means (initial shift level
setting means)
120: S-mode switch (selection operating member)
RUP: upshift command (shift command)
RDN: downshift command (shift command)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0024] Now, various embodiments according to the
present invention desire be described below in detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings.

[Embodiment]

[0025] FIG. 1(a) is a skeleton view of a vehicular au-
tomatic transmission 10 and FIG. 1(b) is an operation
table illustrating operating states of engaging elements
when a plurality of gear positions is established. The au-
tomatic transmission 10 is preferably applied to an FF
vehicle with the automatic transmission 10 installed in a
fore and aft (longitudinally-mounted) direction. The au-
tomatic transmission 10 includes a first shifting portion
14 mainly comprised of a first planetary gear set 12 of a
double pinion type, and a second shifting portion 20 main-
ly comprised of a second planetary gear set 16 of a single
pinion type and a third planetary gear set 18 of a double
pinion type. The first and second shifting portions 14 and
20 are disposed on a coaxial relationship to output the
rotation of an input shaft 22 at a shifted speed ratio from
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an output shaft 24. The input shaft 22 corresponding to
an input member in the illustrated embodiment, is a tur-
bine shaft of a torque converter 32 that is drivably rotated
by an engine 30 acting as a drive-force source. An output
shaft 24, corresponding to an output member, drivably
rotates left and right drive wheels via a propeller shaft
and a differential gear unit. In addition, the automatic
transmission 10 has a substantially symmetric structure
with respect to a centerline with a lower half of the cen-
terline being omitted in FIG. 1(a).
[0026] FIG. 2 shows a collinear chart that can repre-
sent rotation speeds of respective rotary elements (sun
gears S1 to S3, carriers CA1 to CA3 and ring gears R1
to R3) of the first and second shifting portions 14 and 20
of the automatic transmission 10. A lower horizontal line
indicates the rotation speed at "0" and an upper horizontal
line indicates the rotation speed at "1.0", i.e., the same
rotation speed as that of the input shaft 22. Depending
on the operating states (engagement and disengage-
ment) of clutches C1 to C4 and brakes B1 and B2, eight
forward-drive gear positions including a 1st-speed gear
position "1st" to an 8th-speed gear position "8th", and
two reverse-drive gear positions including first and sec-
ond rear-drive gear positions "Rev1" and "Rev2", are es-
tablished. The operation table shown in FIG. 1(b) sum-
marizes the relationships between the respective gear
positions and the operating states of the clutches C1 to
C4 and the brakes B1 and B2, with a symbol "s" indicat-
ing the engagement and a symbol "D" indicating the en-
gagement achieved only when engine braking is effec-
tuated. A one-way clutch F1 is disposed in parallel to the
brake B2 which establishes the 1st-speed gear position
"1st", and hence, there is no need for the brake B2 to be
engaged upon start (acceleration). Further, the respec-
tive gear positions have speed ratios (input-shaft speed
NIN / output-shaft speed NOUT) suitably set on respective
gear ratios (the number of gear teeth of the sun gear /
the number of gear teeth of the ring gear) p1, p2 and p3
of the first, second and third planetary gear units 12, 16
and 18. Among them, the 1st-speed gear position "1st"
has the greatest speed ratio, and the higher (closer to
the 8th-speed gear position) the gear position is, the
smaller the speed ratio becomes. In addition, in FIG. 1
(a) reference "26" indicates a transmission case and ref-
erence "48" a mechanical type oil pump.
[0027] The clutches C1 to C4 and the brakes B1 and
B2 are hydraulic friction engaging devices that are con-
trollably engaged by hydraulic actuators such as mul-
ti-disc type clutches or brakes. Energizing, de-energizing
or controlling current values of solenoid valves and linear
solenoid valves incorporated in a hydraulic control circuit
98 (see FIG. 3) switches the engagement and disengage-
ment states and controls transitional hydraulic pressures
for engagement and disengagement.
[0028] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a control
system incorporated in the vehicle for controlling the au-
tomatic transmission 10 or the like shown in FIG. 1, in
which an accelerator opening sensor 52 detects an ac-

celerator opening Acc indicative of an operated stroke of
an accelerator pedal 50, with a signal representing such
an accelerator opening Acc being supplied to an elec-
tronic control device 90. The accelerator pedal 50 is of
the type to be deeply depressed depending on a driver’s
output demand, and corresponds to an accelerator op-
eration member with the accelerator opening Acc corre-
sponding to the output demand. An engine rotation speed
sensor 58 for detecting a rotation speed NE of the engine
30; an intake air quantity sensor 60 for detecting an intake
air quantity Q of the engine 30; an intake air temperature
sensor 62 for detecting a temperature TA of intake air;
an idle-switch-equipped throttle sensor 64 for detecting
a fully closed state (idling state) and an opening degree
θTH of an electronic throttle valve of the engine 30; a
vehicle speed sensor 66 for detecting a vehicle speed V
(corresponding to the output-shaft speed NOUT of the out-
put shaft 24); and a coolant temperature sensor 68 for
detecting a coolant water temperature TW of the engine
30 are provided.
Further, a brake switch 70 for detecting the presence or
absence of an operation of a foot brake serving as a
normal service brake; a lever position sensor 74 for de-
tecting a lever position (operated position "D") PSH of a
shift lever 72; a turbine rotation speed sensor 76 for de-
tecting a turbine rotation speed NT (= rotation speed NIN
of input shaft 22); an NS2-rotation speed sensor 77 for
detecting a rotation speed NS2 of the sun gear S2 of the
second planetary gear unit 16; an AT oil temperature
sensor 78 for detecting an AT oil temperature TOIL rep-
resenting a temperature of hydraulic oil filled in the hy-
draulic control circuit 98; an upshift switch 80; and a
downshift switch 82, etc. are provided. These sensors
and switches provide the electronic control device 90 with
the engine rotation speed NE, the intake air quantity Q,
the intake air temperature TA, the throttle valve opening
degree θTH, the vehicle speed V, engine coolant temper-
ature TW, presence / absence of the brake operation,
lever position PSH of the shift lever 72, the turbine rotation
speed NT, the sun gear rotation speed NS2, the AT oil
temperature TOIL, an upshift command RUP for a shift
range, and a downshift command RDN, etc.
[0029] The shift lever 72 mounted in an area close
proximity to for instance a driver’s seat as shown in FIG.
4, is arranged to be manually operated to five lever po-
sitions "P (Parking)", "R (Reverse)", "N (Neutral)", "D
(Drive)" or "S (Sequential)". The position "P" is a parking
position under which the automatic transmission 10 lies
in a neutral state (indifferent state) to interrupt a power
transfer therein, and the output shaft 24 is mechanically
blocked (locked) by means of a mechanical parking
mechanism. The position "R" is a reverse-drive running
position for reverse-drive running to be performed under
which the first reverse-drive gear position "Rev1" or the
second reverse-drive gear position "Rev2" is established.
The position "N" is a neutral position under which the
power transfer in the automatic transmission 10 is inter-
rupted with the automatic transmission 10 lying in the
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neutral state (indifferent state).
[0030] Further, the position "D" is a forward-drive run-
ning position under which an automatic shift mode
(Range "D") is established for executing a shift control
using all of the forward-drive gear positions including the
1st-speed gear position "1st" to the 8th-speed gear po-
sition "8th" covering a whole of the shift areas of the au-
tomatic transmission 10. The position "S" is a forward-
drive running position under which switching the shift
ranges of the plural kinds, of which shift area in a higher
speed area of the forward drive gear position is limited,
establishes a sequential mode (hereinafter referred to as
an "S-mode") to effectuate a manual shift. The position
"S" has an upshift position "+" for the shift range to be
shifted to an upper area (higher speed area), and a down-
shift position "-" for the shift range to be shifted to a down
area (lower speed area), for every operation of the shift
lever 72. These operations are detected by the upshift
switch 80 and the downshift switch 82, respectively.
Since both the upshift position "+" and the downshift po-
sition "-" are unstable, the shift lever 72 is arranged to
automatically return to the position "S" with urging means
such as a spring or the like. This allows the shift range
to be altered depending on the number of times the shift
lever 72 being operated to the upshift position "+" or the
downshift position "-".
[0031] In FIG. 3, the electronic control device 90 in-
cludes a so-called microcomputer comprised of for in-
stance a CPU, a RAM, a ROM and input and output in-
terfaces, etc. The CPU executes signal processing in ac-
cordance with programs preliminarily stored in the ROM,
while utilizing a temporarily storing function of the RAM.
This allows the executions of an output control of the
engine 30 and the shift control of the automatic transmis-
sion 10. The electronic control device 90 may be ar-
ranged in separate structures to perform an engine con-
trol and a shift control depending on needs.
[0032] FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating
a major part of a control function to be executed by the
electronic control device 90. In FIG. 5, engine output con-
trol means 102 allows a throttle actuator to controllably
open or close the electronic throttle valve for performing
a throttle control, allows a fuel injection device to control
a fuel injection for performing the fuel injection control,
and allows an ignition device such as an ignition etc. to
control an ignition timing for performing the ignition timing
control. Thus, the output control of the engine 30 is ex-
ecuted, controlling ignition timing of an ignition device
such as an igniter or the like for performing an ignition
timing control. On performing the throttle control, the
throttle actuator is driven based on the accelerator open-
ing Acc by referring to a preliminarily stored relationship
such that the greater the accelerator opening Acc, the
greater desire be the throttle valve opening θTH.
[0033] Shift control means 104, serving to perform the
shift control in the automatic transmission 10, establishes
the automatic shift mode (Range "D") when the shift lever
72 is operated to the position "D". Automatic shift control

means 112 performs an automatic shift using a whole of
the forward drive gear positions "1st" to "8th" in accord-
ance with a program preliminarily set in terms of param-
eters including for instance the vehicle speed V and the
accelerator opening Acc as shown in FIG. 6. A shifting
map shown in FIG. 6 corresponds to a shifting rule with
a solid lien indicating an upshift line for the upshift to be
determined and a broken line indicating a downshift line
for the downshift to be determined.
[0034] Further, with the shift lever 72 operated to the
position "S", the S-mode is established, in which manual
shift control means 114 executes the following opera-
tions. In detail, the manual shift control means 114, in
accordance with the upshift command RUP and the down-
shift command RDN, sequentially switches the shift range
form the eight shift ranges "D", "7", "6", "5", "4", "3", "2"
and "L", having different highest speed gear positions,
i.e., different shift ranges in higher speed areas with lower
speed ratios, to that to the higher speed area (upshift
area) or the lower speed area (downshift area), and per-
forms the automatic shift control within a shift area of
each shift range in accordance with a shifting map shown
in FIG. 6. Accordingly, if the shift lever 72 is repeatedly
operated to the downshift position "-" on running on for
instance a downhill, the shift range is switched from for
instance the range "6" to the range "5", the range "4" and
the range "3" such that the downshift is sequentially ef-
fectuated from the 6th-speed gear position "6th" to the
5th-speed gear position "5th", the 4th-speed gear posi-
tion "4th" and the 3rd-speed gear position "3rd". This in-
creases an engine braking effect. With the 1st-speed
gear position "1st" established in the S-mode, the brake
B2 is engaged such that an engine braking action is ob-
tained.
[0035] The S-mode corresponds to a manual shift
mode, and a plurality of shift ranges "D" to "L" switched
in accordance with the operation on the shift lever effec-
tuated by the driver in the S-mode represents shift levels.
The upshift command RUP and the downshift command
RDN correspond to shift commands, respectively. Fur-
ther, the position "S" represents a manual shift mode
selecting position. In the present embodiment, the shift
lever 72 can not be moved to the position "S" unless it
moves with a route of the position "D" representing an
automatic shift mode selecting position. Thus, the shift
lever 72 can be operatively switched to the S-mode pre-
suming that the automatic shift mode is currently select-
ed. The shift lever 72 corresponds to the selection oper-
ating member.
[0036] The shift control means 104 further includes in-
itial shift-range setting means 116 having a function to
serve as initial shift-level setting means, with which an
initial shift range is set in the beginning of the S-mode in
accordance with a flowchart shown in FIG. 8. In step S1
in FIG. 8, whether the shift lever 72 is operatively moved
to the position "S" is determined. If the shift lever 72 is
operatively moved to the position "S", a determination is
made in step S2 as to whether a stay time in the position
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"D", i.e., a duration time of the automatic shift mode, ex-
ceeds a predetermined certain time period. Step S2 is
executed for determining the driver’s will selecting the S-
mode. More particularly, when the shift control is execut-
ed in the automatic shift mode, and the vehicle runs too
fast on running on a downhill due to no adequate engine
braking effect, a determination is made as to whether the
shift lever 72 is operatively switched to the S-mode for
increasing the engine braking effect, or whether the S-
mode is selected for achieving drive performance by pos-
itively switching the gear shift positions in the S-mode
with no concern to the engine braking effect. The certain
time period may adequately has a value in the order of
for instance several seconds to ten seconds. The stay
time in the position "D" can be measured based on a
signal representing the lever position PSH output from
the lever position sensor 74.
[0037] If the stay time in the position "D" exceeds the
certain time period, i.e., during the shift mode switching
in which it is considered that the automatic shift mode is
operatively switched to the S-mode with the driver’s will
to have an increasing engine braking effect, in step S3,
a shift range (range "7" or "6") lower than that in the range
"D" by a certain step (for instance, one to two step(s)) is
determined as the initial shift range. When the vehicle
runs too fast on the downhill, the accelerator opening Acc
generally remains fully closed with accelerator-OFF, and
hence, the gear position for the automatic shift mode lies
at the 8th-speed gear position "8th" representing the
highest speed gear position. Thus, the shift range in the
lower speed area than that of the range "D" is set as the
initial shift range, and the manual shift control means 114
begins executing the shift control in the S-mode so that
the automatic transmission 10 initiates a downshift to the
7th-speed gear position "7th" or the 6th-speed gear po-
sition "6th", resulting in immediate increase in engine
braking effect. For the number of step(s) to be lowered
in the shift range, a certain number of step(s) may be
determined in advance, but the number of step(s) to be
lowered may be determined depending on for instance
the vehicle speed V and the road surface gradient or the
like.
[0038] Further, there is a case wherein (i) stay time in
the position "D" does not satisfy the certain time period,
i.e., the shift lever 72 is moved from the position "N" to
the position "S" within a short time period to immediately
pass to the position "D" during the vehicle running or the
halt of the vehicle, and (ii) the driver does not desire to
have the increasing engine braking effect. This case cor-
responds to the a manual shift mode direct-selecting, in
which step S4 is executed to uniformly set the range "D"
with the maximum speed having the widest shift area as
the initial shift range irrespective of a drive state such as
the vehicle speed V or the like. This performs an appro-
priate shift control as intended by the driver using all of
the gear positions ("1st" to "8th") in the same manner as
that accomplished in the automatic shift mode, until the
shift lever 72 is operated to the upshift position "+" or the

downshift position "-" with the desire to alter the shift
range. For instance, on selecting the S-mode with the
desire to obtain drive performance in the S-mode during
the vehicle running, the shift range in the lower speed
area is set like the operation executed in the shift mode
switching (step S3). This prevents the downshift from
achieving in the automatic transmission 10 against the
driver’s will, causing no uncomfortable feeling to the driv-
er.
Further, when the vehicle is caused to run with the shift
range remained in the lower speed area against the driv-
er’s will, or that the S-mode is selected with the desire to
obtain drive performance in the S-mode during the halt
of the vehicle, the shift range in the lower speed area is
set against the driver’s will likewise the shift mode switch-
ing (step S3). In such a case, the driver succeedingly
drives the vehicle without noticing there is a fear of deg-
radations in fuel economy and running performance and
increased load of hardware due to rise in oil temperature.
The present embodiment can solve such problem.
[0039] Thus, with the shift control device of the present
embodiment, when shift lever 72 is operatively moved to
the position "S" and the S-mode is selected, whether the
shift mode belongs to the shift mode switching or the
manual shift mode direct-selecting is determined (step
S2), based on whether the S-mode is switched from the
automatic shift mode and whether the automatic shift
mode continuing for a period longer than the predeter-
mined certain time period, i.e., more particularly, whether
the stay time in the position "D" exceeds the certain time
period. The initial shift levels are separately set for the
shift mode switching (YES in step S2) and the manual
shift mode direct-selecting (NO in step S2). That is, when
the shift lever 72 cannot be operatively moved to the po-
sition "S" unless it is moved in route through the position
"D", in other words, the S-mode can be selected presum-
ing that the automatic shift mode is currently selected,
when the shift lever 72 is immediately moved from the
position "N" to the position "S" during the halt or the ve-
hicle running, then, the manual shift mode direct-select-
ing with the S-mode being directly selected is deter-
mined. This can be discriminated from the shift mode
switching from the automatic shift mode. Thus, appropri-
ate initial shift levels can be set in conformity to the driv-
er’s will to have the drive-force source braking effect in
the shift mode switching and that not to have the drive-
force source braking effect in the manual shift mode di-
rect-selecting.
[0040] In the illustrated embodiment, in the shift mode
switching (YES in step S2), the shift range in the lower
speed area than that in the range "D" by a certain number
of step(s), is set as the initial shift range in step S3. There-
fore, for instance if the shift mode is switched from the
automatic shift mode to the S-mode during the vehicle
running on the downhill or the like, the downshift is per-
formed in the automatic transmission 10 so that a certain
engine braking effect can be immediately obtained in
conformity to the driver’s will. In the manual shift mode
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direct-selecting (NO in step S2), where the shift lever 72
is immediately moved from the position "N" to the position
"S" in route through the position "D" during the vehicle
running, in step S4, the shift range in the higher speed
area, that is lower in speed ratio, than that in the shift
mode switching, more particularly, the range "D" with the
maximum speed is set as the initial shift range. Thus,
uncomfortable feeling to the driver caused by downshift
in the automatic transmission 10 performed in the shift
mode switching against the driver’s will is prevented.
Moreover, even in the manual shift mode direct-selecting
(NO in step S2), where the shift lever 72 is immediately
moved from the position "N" to the position "S" in a route
through the position "D" with the desire to obtain drive
performance in the position "S" during the halt of the ve-
hicle, step S4 is similarly executed to set the range "D"
with the maximum speed as the initial shift range. This
performs appropriate shift control as desired by the driv-
er, so that there is no fear of deteriorations in fuel econ-
omy and drive performance and increased load of hard-
ware due to rise in oil temperature, even under the suc-
ceeding driving.
[0041] Next, description of another embodiment ac-
cording to the present invention will be provided. In the
following embodiment, the parts substantially common
to those in the above embodiment are added the same
reference numerals, and detailed descriptions thereof
are omitted.
[0042] FIG. 9(a) shows a momentary type shift lever
in which the shift lever 72 is kept at a normal position
shown in FIG. 9(a) at all times, and it has said positions
"R (Reverse)", "N (Neutral)", "D (Drive)" and "S (Sequen-
tial)", and in addition thereto, a position "B (Brake)" for
engine braking. The shift lever 72 is arranged to auto-
matically return to the normal position shown in FIG. 9
(a) at all times, and the S-mode can be directly selected
by operating the shift lever 72 to the position "S" with no
route through the position "D". FIG. 9(b) shows another
momentary type shift switch in which the shift lever 72 is
also kept at the normal position shown in FIG. 9(b) at all
times, and has the positions "R (Reverse)", "N (Neutral)",
"D (Drive)" and "B (Sequential)", and in addition thereto,
the position "B (Brake)". In addition, the shift lever 72 is
arranged to automatically return to the normal position
shown in FIG. 9(b) at all times, and the S-mode can be
directly selected by operatively depressing an S-mode
switch 120 that is separately disposed in an area close
to the shift lever 72. The S-mode switch 120 is an auto-
matic returning type switch, and is arranged such that
when continuously depressed for a certain time period
or more, a selection of the S-mode is determined. The
S-mode switch 120 corresponds to a selection operating
member.
[0043] As shown in FIG. 10, meanwhile, a steering
wheel 130 is provided with an upshift paddle 132 and a
downshift paddle 134. When the S-mode is selected by
the shift lever 72 or the S-mode switch 120, if the paddles
132 and 134 are operatively pulled to this sides (toward

the driver), an upshift switch 136 and a downshift switch
138 output the upshift command RUP and the downshift
command RDN to the electronic control device 90 respec-
tively. This causes the manual shift control means 114
to switch the shift range to that to the higher speed area
(upshift area) or the lower speed area (downshift area)
from the eight shift ranges "D", "7", "6", "5", "4", "3", "2"
and "L" in sequence. Then, shifting of the automatic trans-
mission 10 is performed automatically in accordance with
the shifting map shown in FIG. 6, within the shifting area
of each shift range. Moreover, the present invention can
be implemented in various modes with one alternative in
which the steering wheel 130 has push-buttons for an
upshift and a downshift instead of the paddles 132 and
134, and another alternative in which a steering column
is provided with levers for the upshift and the downshift.
[0044] In the present embodiment, an initial shift range
is set for the S-mode being selected in accordance with
for instance a flowchart shown in FIG. 11. For the case
of FIG. 9(a), in step R1 in FIG. 11, whether the operation
time of the shift lever 72 to be operated to the position
"S" is equal to a certain time period or to be longer is
determined, and for the case of FIG. 9(b) whether the
operation time of the S-mode switch 120 to be depressed
is equal to a certain time period or to be longer is deter-
mined. These certain time periods are provided for pre-
venting the mode switching due to erroneous operations.
For instance, the certain time periods may be set to an
appropriate time in the order of 0.5 seconds. If the oper-
ation time is less than the certain time period, switching
to the S-mode is inhibited in step R2.
[0045] If the operation time of the shift lever operation
to the position "S" or the depressive time of the S-mode
switch 120 continues for the certain time period or longer
and the answer in step R1 is YES (positive), then, step
R3 is executed. In detail, a determination is made as to
whether the automatic shift mode where the automatic
shift control means 112 performs the shift control is cur-
rently under the execution. In such a case, if the shift
lever 72 is temporarily operated to the position "D" due
to erroneous operation or mistake by the driver, and im-
mediately thereafter, operated to the position "S" or the
S-mode switch 120 is depressed, it is regarded that no
shift control under the automatic shift mode is substan-
tially executed, and the driver does not desire to have
the engine braking effect. Like the operation in step S2,
whether the duration time of the automatic shift mode
continuing for the certain time period or more is deter-
mined. In the present embodiment, the certain time pe-
riod may have the same order as that of the above em-
bodiment, and may be a short time period in the order of
for instance several seconds.
[0046] If the determination in step R3 is YES (positive),
i.e., in the shift mode switching conceived that the auto-
matic shift mode is operatively switched to the S-mode
by the driver desiring to have the increasing engine brak-
ing effect, step R4 is executed. In detail, the shift range
(the ranges "7" or "6") in the lower speed area than that
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of the range "D" by a certain step(s) (for instance, one to
two step(s)), is set as the initial shift range like the oper-
ation in step S3. Further, when the determination in step
R3 is NO (negative), in the manual shift mode direct-
switching where it is conceived that the driver has no
particular desire to have the increasing engine braking
effect, i.e., the automatic shift mode is switched to the S-
mode for an extremely short time period due to erroneous
operation or the like or the S-mode is directly selected
during the running and the halt of the vehicle. Then step
R5 is executed. In detail, same as in step S4, the range
"D" having the maximum speed with the widest shift area
is uniformly set as the initial shift range, regardless of the
drive state such as the vehicle speed V or the like.
[0047] Even with the present embodiment, if the
S-mode is selected, a determination is made (step R3)
to discriminate which of the shift mode switching and the
manual shift mode direct-selecting is currently selected
based on whether the S-mode is switched from with the
automatic shift mode and whether the automatic shift
mode continuing for the predetermined certain time pe-
riod or more. Then, the initial shift levels are individually
set for the shift mode switching (YES in step R3) and the
manual shift mode direct-selecting (NO in step R3), so
that the same advantageous effect as that achieved in
the above embodiment is rendered.
[0048] While the embodiments of the present invention
has been described above with reference to the draw-
ings, it is intended that the embodiments described be
considered only as illustrative embodiments and that the
present invention may be implemented in various modi-
fications and improvements based on knowledge of
those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A shift control device for a vehicular automatic trans-
mission including:

a manual shift mode (114) which switches a shift
level to that to a higher speed area or a lower
speed area sequentially from a plurality of pre-
determined shift levels in accordance with a shift
command (RUP, RDN) based on a manual oper-
ation by a driver;
an automatic shift mode (112) in which shift lev-
els are automatically altered in accordance with
a predetermined shift rule; and
the manual shift mode and the automatic shift
mode being alternatively selected by a selection
operating member (72; 120), the shift control de-
vice being characterized by comprising:

initial shift level setting means (116) (i) that
determines when the manual shift mode
(114) is selected by the selection operating
member (72; 120), a shift mode switching

or a manual shift mode (112) continuing for
a predetermined certain time period or
more, and (ii) that sets in the shift mode
switching, shift level in a lower speed area
than that in the manual shift mode direct-
selecting, as an initial shift level in the be-
ginning of the manual shift mode.

2. The shift control device for the vehicular automatic
transmission according to claim 1, wherein the shift
levels are a plurality of shift ranges, being different
in shift areas in higher speed area with lower speed
ratios in a continuously variable transmission or a
step-variable transmission.

3. The shift control device for the vehicular automatic
transmission according to claim 1, wherein the shift
levels are the speed ratio of a continuously variable
transmission or a plurality of gear positions of a step-
variable transmission.

Patentansprüche

1. Schaltsteuervorrichtung für ein Automatikgetriebe
eines Fahrzeugs mit:

einem manuellen Schaltmodus (114), der eine
Schaltstellung sequentiell entsprechend eines
Schaltbefehls (RUP, RDN) basierend auf einer
manuellen Betätigung durch einen Fahrer aus
einer Vielzahl von vorab festgelegten Schaltstel-
lungen in einen höheren Geschwindigkeitsbe-
reich oder einen niedrigeren Geschwindigkeits-
bereich umschaltet,
einem automatischen Schaltmodus (112), in
dem Schaltstellungen automatisch entspre-
chend einer vorab festgelegten Schaltregel ge-
ändert werden; und
wobei der manuelle Schaltmodus und der auto-
matische Schaltmodus alternativ von einem
Auswahlbetätigungsteil (72; 120) gewählt wer-
den, wobei die Schaltsteuervorrichtung da-
durch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie Folgendes
umfasst:

eine Einrichtung (116) zum Festlegen einer
ursprünglichen Schaltstellung, die (i) ein
Umschalten des Schaltmodus oder ein An-
dauern eines manuellen Schaltmodus
(112) für einen bestimmte Zeit oder länger
festlegt, wenn der manuelle Schaltmodus
(114) vom Auswahlbetätigungsteil (72; 120)
ausgewählt ist, und die (ii) beim Umschalten
des Schaltmodus beim Beginn des manu-
ellen Schaltmodus eine Schaltstellung in ei-
nen niedrigeren Geschwindigkeitsbereich
als bei der direkten Wahl des manuellen
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Schaltmodus als ursprünglichem Schalt-
modus einstellt.

2. Schaltsteuervorrichtung für das Automatikgetriebe
des Fahrzeugs nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schalt-
stellungen einen Vielzahl von Schaltgebieten sind,
die sich dadurch unterscheiden, dass sie in den
Schaltbereichen für den höheren Geschwindigkeits-
bereich kleinere Übersetzungsverhältnisse in einem
stufenlosen Getriebe oder in einem abgestuften Ge-
triebe aufweisen.

3. Schaltsteuervorrichtung für das Automatikgetriebe
des Fahrzeugs nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schalt-
stellungen das Übersetzungsverhältnis eines stu-
fenlosen Getriebes oder eine Vielzahl von Gang-
positionen in einem abgestuften Getriebe sind.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de commande de changement de vitesse
pour une boîte de vitesse automatique de véhicule,
comprenant :

un mode changement manuel des vitesses
(114) qui fait passer un niveau de changement
des vitesses à celui d’une plage de vitesses plus
élevée ou d’une plage de vitesses plus basse,
de manière séquentielle, parmi une pluralité de
niveaux prédéterminés de changement des vi-
tesses, conformément à une commande de
changement de vitesse (RUP, RDN) basée sur
une opération manuelle d’un conducteur ;
un mode changement automatique des vitesses
(112) dans lequel les niveaux de changement
des vitesses sont modifiés automatiquement
conformément à une règle prédéterminée de
changement des vitesses ; et
le mode changement manuel des vitesses et le
mode changement automatique des vitesses
étant sélectionnés alternativement par un élé-
ment sélecteur (72 ; 120), le dispositif de com-
mande de changement de vitesse étant carac-
térisé en ce qu’il comprend :

un moyen de réglage du niveau de change-
ment des vitesses initial (116) (i) qui déter-
mine, lorsque le mode changement manuel
des vitesses (114) est sélectionné par l’élé-
ment sélecteur (72 ; 120), un basculement
de mode de changement de vitesse ou une
continuation du mode changement manuel
des vitesses (112) pendant une certaine pé-
riode de temps prédéterminée ou plus, et
(ii) qui définit, lors du basculement de mode
de changement de vitesse, en tant que ni-
veau de changement des vitesses initial au

démarrage du mode changement manuel
des vitesses, un niveau de changement des
vitesses dans une plage de vitesses plus
basse que celle de la sélection directe du
mode changement manuel des vitesses.

2. Dispositif de commande de changement de vitesse
pour une boîte de vitesse automatique de véhicule
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les niveaux de
changement des vitesses sont une pluralité de gam-
mes de changement des vitesses, ayant des plages
de changement de vitesse différentes dans une pla-
ge de vitesse plus élevée ayant des rapports de
transmission plus bas pour une transmission à va-
riation continue ou une transmission à variation pas
à pas.

3. Dispositif de commande de changement de vitesse
pour une boîte de vitesse automatique de véhicule
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les niveaux de
changement des vitesses sont les rapports de trans-
mission d’une transmission à variation continue ou
une pluralité de positions de vitesse engagée d’une
transmission à variation pas à pas.
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